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Employing more than Youth!

Hey Gang!

As we enter the New Year we are counting our
many blessings as an organization. We have had
the honor to work with over 1,000 young adults in
our 28 years and had the opportunity to work with
numerous agencies and other non-profit partners
to make our mission a reality. We enter 2023 with
renewed energy as we further expand our Dillon,
Montana program. This expansion would not have
been possible without the efforts of The Nature Con-
servancy and the Southwest Montana Sagebrush
Partnership. I also have to extend a huge shout out
to the Steele Reese Foundation whose financial sup-
port made that first year of 2021 possible. As you

read this news letter I hope you will appreciate- as I do- the commitment and dedication our
partners bring to the collaboration of creating our training opportunities as we work col-
lectively to protect both our environmental resources and our human resources- the youth
we serve.

— Steve Adams
Executive Director YEP
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Youth Employment Program(YEP) would like to thank you for reading our first annual newsletter. Our aim
with this publication is to clarify and communicate with our communities the established and cutting edge
work the YEP does in the fields of youth education and development, through environmental conserva-
tion/restoration techniques we apply during every project. These newsletters will provide a place for our
crew to showcase personal and professional writing and reflect on the fun and progress of past season’s work.
Speaking of completed seasons, our worker bees buzzed about, concluding a number of diverse projects; In
summation YEP worked on a total of;

• Five Wet Meadow Restoration Projects (aka “Zeedyk” projects),
• Four Stream Restoration projects on both private and public lands
• Three Conifer Expansion Removal Projects spanning 270 acres,
• Cheatgrass surveying and monitoring spanning 213 points,
• Three Wildlife Friendly Fencing projects spanning over 3.5 miles,

As recreation projects, we’ve helped restore community campgrounds, provided 23 miles of trail maintenance,
and extended the CDT trail system by five miles.
These projects were diverse, ranging from ecological research and plant identification to chainsaw mainte-
nance and trail building, and required YEP employees to learn a variety of restoration techniques, practical
skills, and identify why and where these methods were useful.
We would like to thank the hard working volunteers who took the time to join us on August 6th, our Volunteer
Day this year, helping build low-tech stream restoration structures. It was a blast swapping stories and knowl-
edge in the wonderful wilderness! We’re also extremely appreciative of United Way, not only for providing
our volunteers with t-shirts and stickers as a momento for their efforts, but for printing posters advertising
our public events.

Cheatgrass Mapping

A Crew Perspective

with BELLA GLOSSA

CREW OF 2022

I was first introduced to the YEP program when I was
handed the paperwork by my father in early May. I was
unaware of the adventures that were to come and the
people I was about to meet thanks to the program.

At the first meeting we established crews and talked
about all the projects we had coming that summer,
most of them sounding like interesting tasks. One of the
projects we started the summer with was partnered with
the Southwest Montana Sagebrush Partnership, we hiked
up into the hills to spot and track cheatgrass with GPS
systems I had never used before. At this time the crews
were sent out for the day to hike and try and spot this
pervasive grass. The very next day we started another
project, reducing the conifer encroachment in the sage-
brush steppe. It took about an hour to drive to the site
and we spent the day hiking through, in an almost fire-
line, cutting and pulling these small conifers. The conifer
encroachment job had persisted until we had cleaned
an entire hillside, which took a couple of days sprinkled
through the summer.

What I was most excited for was about to come
though- the overnight camping trips! The first camping
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trip that was assigned was the campsite fire-pit restora-
tion project. We loaded the trucks and headed out to-
wards Wisdom. We worked with the Forest Service Recre-
ation guys, they showed us how to install the fire rings.
On that Scenic byway there are three campsites we dug,
poured concrete, and installed new fire rings. At the end
of the first day we set up camp by the river and cooked
dinner. We spent the rest of our downtime playing games
like spike ball and card games with the crew as the fire
crackled.

The next project that we had was the sawyer training.
The same Forest Service folk that had helped us install
these fire rings took the older crew members and had
us use chainsaws. We spent time taking these saws apart
and cleaning them, learning how they functioned. Then
we went out into the forest to spot dead trees to cut for a
fence we were going to build at one of the campgrounds.
We geared up with the proper PPE for using chainsaws
and we took turns being instructed on how to properly
make face cuts, and other important things on cutting. At
the end of the day everyone had fell a tree, bucked it and
a large pile of logs was on a trailer. Covered in sawdust,
and fingers locked in position from all day cutting, we
were all pleased with how the day had gone.

After this I was told that I was chosen to survey bees
in conjunction with the Forest Service and MSU. The
YEP members that were coming met at the Forest Ser-
vice early in the morning to head out to a cabin in the
Gravelly Range. The MSU team taught us about the un-
known native bees and how important it is to understand
the biodiversity that could be undiscovered. We used nets
to catch the bees so the MSU crew could analyze them.
The trees and rangeland were lush and the flowers were
everywhere- the whole valley smelled like the wild roses,
and the bees were out! There was a piece of land with
bunches of wild strawberries and I made sure to spend
extra time looking for bees in that particular spot. The
MSU crew showed us multiple types of traps that they
used besides the nets as well. We drove into the moun-
tains and there were solid fields of yellow mulesear flow-
ers. There must have been thousands of them. Down by
the birch trees there were huge patches of peachy red In-
dian paintbrush poking up as well. When we headed back
to camp at the end of the day, we learned how to pin the
bees we caught and identify what is not a bee. My crew
probably pinned 80 insects on that first day alone. We
spent about three days in total on this part of the project.
We spent some time pinpointing a native Montana flower
called the blanket flower so we could collect its seeds as
well.

On the second part of the Native Bee project we were
going to backpack into Goat flats. Goat flats is a little al-
most surreal piece of land with copious amounts of small
rare subalpine plants.

We drove to the base of our hiking path into the
mountains at this crystal blue lake. As tempting as the
lake was, we had a mission to accomplish, the YEP crew

was to accompany the Forest Service Botanical crew, and
catch bees

Benny during Goat Flat Bee survey

We hiked up the mountain taking occasional breaks
to look at the foliage as well as the pika- a very small
rock dwelling rabbit. I took many breaks to touch the
soft needles of the larch trees, I had never seen or felt
it before. Then as we hiked the final stretch into the Goat
Flats, I had to sit and admire how stunning it is on top
of the mountain. After a while, and a snack, we started
catching the bees up there. The wind was steady and
these bees were small and hard to catch, subsequently we
caught less bees. After a couple hours of bee hunting we
started the hike down to another lake where we would
set up camp. We had a delicious dinner and practically
fell asleep at 6pm, but not before a few of us dove into
the freezing lake. After that we all headed to bed to hike
out the next morning.

We woke at 6 am and started hiking out around 630.
The sun was coming up and the trees smelt great. I was
at the back of the hike and I had found whortleberries!
Sweet and delicious, perfect for the morning hike. YEP
spent the rest of the day searching for bees and then ev-
eryone hiked back down to the vehicles. It was my first
backpacking trip and it was undoubtedly an experience I
will never forget.

Saying that, this past summer was the best summer
experience I have had. I met so many new people who
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Small Stream Restoration(Zuni Bowl) in the Rawhide River drainage.

showed me and taught me things I wouldn’t have other-
wise known. I am so glad to have been part of the YEP

crew of 2022!

Stream Restoration

by BRENNEN MAZUR

This year, Small Stream Restoration has been a pri-
mary focus for our busy beavers over at our Dillon
Montana branch. Riparian areas(also called streamside
zones) are essential for fostering healthy Wet Meadows
or Mesic Habitats, providing moisture during growing
seasons. Access to these more shallow water resources
support longer season green-growth, as well as increases
resilience to fires. Revitalizing degraded or channeled
streams helps replenish groundwater stores and raises lo-
cal watertables for use during drying times.

Healthy streams need space, and plenty of it, the typ-
ical "riverscape" as they’re often called, meanders to and
fro across the valley bottom. You might ask: Why do they
twist and turn, and do they need this much space? The
natural twists in streamflow are caused by bank eleva-
tion and numerous in-and-out of stream obstacles like
woody debris or hard rock. Regarding that second ques-

tion, well, it ’turns’ out these meanders are for network-
ing floodplains together. These grouped floodplains end
up sustaining plant and animal life, distributing moisture
across land where groundwater is more difficult to access,
or absent entirely. These "sponge" reserves release water
later during drier seasons via osmosis to bolster base-
flow. Without these interconnected reservoirs productive
greenland falters. cross section image of valley

Unhealthy streams tend towards downcut channels
or decreases in meander width ratios, as seen in the
above(img). This tendency is typically associated with the
ability for bank erosion. In order to reduce bank shear-
ing, YEP and other groups add structure through meth-
ods like willow staking. A process where trimmed willow
branches are placed in floodplain or alluvial fan1 areas
to develop and spread their roots. The goal with these
and other bank attached structures is to provide support
and keep the soils from eroding into floodplain lowering
downcuts.

One of our favorite methods for improving water stor-
age and expanding these riparian areas is through the de-

1zones where water has pulled gravel, sand, and other sediment material creating a triangular slope from the originating hill or mountainside
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velopment of structures designed to filter water through
accessible ground, replenishing accessible groundwater.
Our Crew Leads worked with YEP’s partners, sharing
their low-tech structure expertise with our diligent YEP
workers across the various project sites this season. An
essential aspect was not only identifying different types
of structures based off their material use and makeup,
but also where these structures are best placed to pro-
mote self-maintenance.

Our YEP crews got down and dirty with shovels, lop-
pers, and sledgehammers in order to build these struc-
tures out of locally sourced soil, wood, and stone. At one
point or another these structures tend towards a combi-
nation of all three primary materials. Partners like The
Nature Conservancy, Southern Montana Sagebrush Part-
nership, and Big Hole Watershed provided their exper-
tise to our youth on which compositions are desired for
any particular stream segment, typically called a "reach".
Most of the reaches our Yeppers worked on included sites
for conifer removal. These greedy conifer trees provide
plenty of material for the structures while reducing the
strain and drain on the water storage system, this in turn
promotes more efficient, and diverse green-growth.

Other than the wood structures, YEP Crew bulk up
our streams and themselves with heavy duty stone work.
Crews typically constructed Zuni Bowls or One Rock
Dams called Zeedyk Structures.

“ We were introduced to Zeedyk structures the
YEP crews built in 2019, which were now cov-
ered in grass and dirt. I had never heard of a
Zeedyk structure but became very familiar with
them. Throughout the summer my crew spent
hours stacking and adjusting stones so that
headcuts in these meadows and gullies would
be eradicated. The desires of the Zeedyk are to
allow water to expand out into the meadows
instead of being directed out of the ecosystem.
The 2019 Zeedyks we were shown had done
just that, the meadow looked healthier and tests
were being run to see if the desired outcome had
been reached. The Zeedyk operation was con-
ducted with The Nature Conservancy.

” – Bella Glossa

YEP Community Contributors
In no particular order we thank these generous com-

munity members for the time and resources they’ve gra-
ciously donated to YEP and our ever developing crew.
Thanks to Kelly Bockting for housing one of our out of
state crew members. Thanks to Michael Gatlin for advis-
ing crew on employment opportunities after season’s end.

As always, our work doesn’t stop here! We plan to fur-
ther our "Green Grocery" stores next season by working
with more local ranchers and other partner groups like
Southern Montana Sagebrush Partnership and The Na-
ture Conservancy, who are looking for more effective and
efficient water and greenland systems.

Get to know more about the Youth Employ-
ment Program and our work over at our website
www.youthemploymentprogram.org or by reaching out
to our crew!

Looking to lend a hand?
Work in the great outdoors requires serious gear. YEP

provides most of the tools necessary... Donations through
YEP can be distributed directly to our youth so you’re
not only helping us continue our community projects, but
also providing crewmembers with their own personal ac-
tive working gear!

If you’re excited to contribute to our mission, reach
out and let us know! Contact information at the bottom
of each page.
Specific equipment we’re looking to fund on an organiza-
tional level;

• 1Ton 4WD Truck - Hauling equipment and
Crew(replacing aging workrig)
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